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2018 CHAPTER E
2018 CHAPTER
Individual of the Year

Wally Kozlowski

HIGH MILEAGE MENS AWARD

Wally Kozlowski

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST

Our “get-togethers are non-smoking inside
buildings and members’ homes. You may
smoke outside. Several of our chapter
members suffer from smoke sensitivity and
they greatly appreciate your understanding
Please check our calendar or visit our web site at
http://www.gwrra-

Visit Us on: Join the Group: GWRRAMichigan Chapter E
For more information, you can contact:
Senior Chapter Directors:
John Carl and Diane Zarella 248-922-9515
Ride Coordinator:
Wally Kozlowski 248-396-9513

mi.org/chapter/E/index.html for current location of
our monthly Gathering and information about Ice
Cream Rides, Sunday Rides, and other planned
events.

Newsletter deadline: Is the Second Friday of the month.
TEAM GWRRA

CHAPTER E NEWSLETTER OF THE YEAR 2018
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CHAPTER E TEAM
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FEBUARY SOCIAL HOSTED BY : JOEY & PAT GAUITHIER

CHAPTER E ‘S WINTER FUN

OHIO CABIN FEVER
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Congratulations To Dennis and Gayle Jisa
being sworn in as District Membership
Enhancement.

Dennis and Gayle passing the
baton to the New 2019 District
Couple of the year, Julian &
Mary JO Meade.

CHAPTER E being awarded
the 2018 newsletter of the year.

Another Snow Angle Edmond form Chapter S2.

Farmer having a little fun: What's snow
without a snow angel.

Chapter V preforming

Having Fun in Training’

Edie’s got to go. District Staff having
way to much fun setting up photo area.

SENIOR CHAPTER DIRECTOR’S
Corner
John-Carl & Diane Zarella

So this will be the last time for me to say…
HELLO! , 2017 CHAPTER of the YEAR!
(The new Chapter of the Year was crowned at Wingless Weekend)
February has started off with a bang as we headed over to Joey & Pat Gauthier’s for our Social Night. We always have
a good time at these and this was no exception. I really love to look around their house at all the wonderful wooden
artwork Joey puts together. Such a great talent to have! And aside from being asked to leave the kitchen area so they
can “continue to talk about me”, we all had a great time. My official count had us at 25 for that night, including 5 of 6
of the Gauthier brothers. Maybe we will get lucky at one of our events and get the whole “team” there! Thanks again
Pat & Joey for a great night.
Read Gayle’s Glimpse to see how the Ohio Cabin Fever went - sounds like they had a great time. This past weekend,
we had a good turnout attend Michigan Winter Rendezvous. Diane & I, Dennis & Gayle, Brent & Sandy, Rick & Ester,
Bam-Bam and Ken K all attended and had a great time. I think we were close to being the largest single Chapter there.
It was a fun time as Diane & I (along with the rest) were able to participate in several seminars, games and the dinner
on Saturday was wonderful. Chapter E continues to pile up accolades as once again the chapter Newsletter was awarded Newsletter of the Year! Sandy Blackburn does a great job putting together the articles, pictures and interesting information for our chapter. Make sure to congratulate her when you see her. This is the second time in 3 years for this
honor. And as Dennis & Gayle pass on the Baton for District Couple of the Year, they have stepped up to accept another position at the District Level. GWRRA is only as great as the members make it, and the dedication they have shown
to the Association is exemplary. I want to THANK each and every one of you who have stepped up as current or past
officers or other non-officer positions. We can’t do it without your help! If anyone else is interested in contributing
that little extra to the success of GWRRA, come see any one of our Chapter Team. We would be ecstatic to have you!
The next point of important information is our Gatherings. I believe Gayle also touches on this, but you have seen my
emails about the Gathering being on Wednesday rather than Thursday. This is hopefully to get our attendance back up
a little by reducing back-to-back events. The only other thing that is open at this time regarding the Gathering is
which week to hold it. I am thinking we could move to the second Wednesday which helps to remove duplication with
other chapters’ gatherings. The idea is we would like to plan visits to other chapters and also have them visit us. It
works best when we don’t share the same gathering night. I will talk more about this at the February Gathering.
Art’s idea of the “HELP” pins was a great idea which was well received at Wingless Weekend. I sold over half of the
pins and we still have more for later. On a related note, we have three days lined up for selling the Rainbow Tickets at
Bueche’s in Ortonville. We need your help to move the tickets! Please SIGN UP for as many of the dates you can. We
have Thursday March 14th, Thursday April 11th, and Thursday May 23rd as days to sell. Each day is a busy shopping day
just prior to a holiday and we are scheduled to be there from 9:00am to 5:00pm each day. Remember - this benefits
the Chapter as well as the Rainbow Connection. Please help us to sell those tickets.
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Finally, we are trying to pick a fun event for March - We currently have the Medic First Aid Training on March 2nd, and the
Social Night at Art & Marla’s on March 9th. This leaves us with 3 more weekends in March to have another FUN day, either
followed or preceded by a dinner. We need ideas! We tried the Clarkston Family Players last year, we have had movie nights
- what else can we do? Let me know if you have any ideas! We have one idea which I will not mention here - you need to
come to the Gathering to hear about it…
Enjoy the pictures from Houghton Lake - it was really beautiful this past weekend.
John-Carl & Diane
Sr. Chapter Directors

Diane, let them EAT!!!

View out our window… as the moon shines on.

LOOK AT THEM FUNNY BIKES!

Uhhhmmm, what’s a matta wit yo’ eyes??
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Dennis & Gayle Jisa
We sure have packed a lot into the shortest month of the year!! First of all, a BIG THANK YOU goes out to Pat & Joey
Gauthier for hosting our February 2nd Saturday Night Social!! There were about 24 who showed up to visit with each
other and eat the delicious food brought by all the members! These events are always so much FUN! Thanks to ALL
who came out and we look forward to seeing you at the March 9th Social at Art & Marla’s! February 8-9th
Brent, Dennis and I headed to Mohican State Park Resort in Loudonville Ohio for the Ohio Cabin Fever. Their theme
was NCIS! They had a murder mystery with clues hidden around the resort for us to find and solve the mystery! The
resort is on a beautiful lake in the Ohio State Park and has a rustic feel to it on the inside. There is a huge fireplace in
the upstairs as well as one in the restaurant on the lower level. There were seminars and games going on so lots to
do inside with the cold weather outside.
We are holding our February Wednesday night dinners at Bull Frogs in Ortonville. It’s a great place to meet and share
what’s going on in your part of the world. Staff & Ride Meetings were held at Wing Lauk and you are welcome to join
us at any of these., each month We are in the planning stages of our riding season so if there is some place you
would like to go please let us know so we can get it on the calendar.
As you know we have had issues with finding a location for our gatherings so we have decided to give Wing Lauk a
try. Tony is so good to us and lets us use his back room without additional fees, which most places are charging for,
these days. John-Carl sent out their menu so those that do not care for Chinese can see what they offer in American
choices. Also, note we are trying to hold our gathering on the 3rd Wednesday so that we don’t have two things back to
back. Perhaps this will make it easier for you to attend. We are open to changing which week we meet as well so let
us know if a different week is better for you and we will go with the majority and Tony’s availability for us. Thank you
for hanging in there with us as we try to settle in to a schedule.
This past weekend was our very own Wingless Weekend in Houghton Lake at the Lakeside Resort. There were 10 of
us from the chapter who attended and participated in many areas. There were a lot of seminars and games going on
and the restaurant had VERY good food. Breakfast was included which was welcoming since it was not that way at
the Ohio event. Chapter E took a high award again this year, Newsletter of the Year! THANK YOU Sandy Blackburn
for the great job you always do for our chapter! This is quite an honor to be chosen the BEST out of the 19 chapters in
Michigan! We put together a Skit for the Friday night Entertainment under the leadership of Bam-Bam. We practiced
several times and it all went exactly as we planned!! I think everyone had as much fun with it as we did! We made our
“Bug-E” headbands to wear Saturday night. The theme was Summer Camp and as you all know the bugs come out
at night! I think everyone had FUN with those! See the pictures in the newsletter. We participated in Best Dressed
Themed Chapter and took second place! We dressed up our Mr. E for the Mascot Contest and came in third in that
one. Dennis and I passed on the baton given to us last year as the 2018 Couple of the Year for Michigan. Don Smith
won the Individual of the Year from Ch F2 and Julian & Mary Jo Meade from Ch D2 are the new Mi Couple of the Year
for 2019. All 3 are great people and will do Michigan PROUD!! Dennis and I were sworn in as the new Membership
Enhancement Coordinators for the state of Michigan. We will do our best to help Michigan move forward in GWRRA!!
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This coming weekend Brent, Sandy, Dennis and I are headed to Shipshewana in Indiana for their Winter Event. The
theme this time will be “Snow Birds”. They have museums near by that are either free or discounted for us to tour,
seminars, an Escape Room (this was lots of FUN last year), a pizza party Friday night (included in the registration fee)
and then the Amish Dinner Saturday night at an Amish Home. This was absolutely delicious last year and we are looking
forward to going this year as well. Its so nice to get together with friends from other chapters and states who we haven’t
seen since the summer rallies. You really should give it a try and go with us sometime!
Our Maintenance Breakfast is set for Sunday May 5th at our house. We pushed it one week farther with hopes of the
weather being better to get a short ride in after the work is done. The Men’s Ride will leave the following Sunday for a
week of riding in Berea Kentucky under Wally’s expert leadership!
Our FUN RUN is June 8th this year with the theme: RED, WHITE, BLUE….Hat’s off to you! We will honor our military,
police, and EMS. More information and volunteers will be needed, as we get closer. If you would like to be in on the
planning details come and join us!
Michigan Rally is in August and the theme is MASH so start thinking of your costumes and get your registration in for the
early bird drawing. Make your motel reservations or decide to camp at the fairgrounds!
Hope to see you at as many events as you can make this year…..let’s make it a year of LOTS OF RIDING and visiting
others in GWRRA!!
Till I see you again…..
Gayle & Dennis

2018 Couple of The
Year.
We are getting closer to another riding season and soon we will be getting the machines ready for lots of fun. Wally
is busy organizing our ride calendar but he needs your ideas for rides. One , two , three or more days rides are
needed. Please attend our next ride meeting on March 11th with you ideas or email them to Wally.
For members thinking of having work or maintenance done on our Maintenance Day, please let Dennis Jisa know
what you need. We will have the event at Dennis and Gayle Jisa's place where Dennis has oil, filters and plenty of
tools an know how on maintaining Goldwing's. Let him know your needs and he can coach you on what you need
to bring with you.
We still have plenty of events for Mid February through mid April so check your Newsletter for details. Marla and I
are looking forward to the March Coffee Klatch at our place on March 9th.
Be safe driving and enjoy the end of winter.

Art and Marla Scafe
MEC and Social Coordinators
Chapter E – MI GWRRA
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50/50
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Dave Williams
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Mike Clancy

Anniversary's
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Dennis McAlister
Bam Bam

Membership Celebra-
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Brent & Sandy
Blackburn

Dennis &
Gayle Jisa

1986
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Birthday's
Date

Name

1

Marie Ballor

6

Art Scafe

12

Dennis Jisa

23

Ron Accorn
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Geno Bury

Date

Anniversary's
Name

Date
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Name
Dave & Ruth Henke
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Name
Robert Bellant
Gary & Kay
Gauthier

Year
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Cindy David
Dennis
Hosang

2003

Mike Clancy
Sandy Blackburn
David Buchanan

2012

2004

2014
2014
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Members,
Get ready for Wingless Weekend in Houghton Lake—it’s great to be able to share some quality and
quantity time with friends that we see only in passing and waving during riding season! Remember to stop
by and visit the Rider Education table, play some new and some old games, win a chance at fabulous
prizes, and share a hug with us. There will be modules available to attend and many activities planned by
your District staff.
Every year we continue to get questions regarding Rider Courses. Please know that we are doing everything we can. The schools, colleges, and businesses we work with do not start their calendar for the upcoming year any earlier. They have all been contacted and as you all know, there are very few weekends
free with GWRRA Michigan events, the surrounding states calendar, Memorial Day weekend, and Fourth
of July weekend. We also do not have classes in August due to events like the Michigan Rally and WingDing, along with the heat. This leaves very few weekends free for five courses. We are striving to be in
Ionia April 27 or May 11, Stockbridge May 4 or May 11, Pontiac June 1 or June 13, Grayling June 22 or
June 29, and Sault Ste Marie July 13 or July 20th. As soon as we hear from the colleges, schools, and
businesses, we will let you know.
For those of you who have been asking for years, we are trying again to schedule a Side Car course, and
since last year in Bad Axe we had to cancel due to only one sign up, we are planning to have it in Ionia.
And for those of you who have Add-On kits (and yes, this only means Insta-Trikes, Tow-Pacs, Voyagers,
and the like), we are planning to have it in Pontiac. Again, classes will be cancelled if we can’t get enough
to sign up, and yes, we refund your money and let you know as soon as possible if we have to cancel.
Your Chapter Directors have recently been emailed a Levels Report that lists levels information for all of
their chapter’s active members. So for those of you who do not have access to a computer or who have
been unable to keep up with your own Rider Education database on the website, please speak with your
Chapter Director. We are hoping that he/she is able to bring their laptop, or even a printout to a gathering
and share your personal information with just you. One-on-one time with your Chapter Director—don’t
miss this chance

Write down your expiration dates, your level, and review your high and safe mileage. Then at the next
gathering talk as a group about what it takes to get to the next level, have the forms available for all (pick
up some at the Rider Ed table at Wingless Weekend or the Michigan rally), and work together on completing them as you update your own for any item(s). Remember, if the form(s) was never completed, signed,
and sent to your District Educator, then the database has not been updated. You may have been given a
patch from chapter stock or purchased at a rally or event, or told what level you were at by an officer, but
that doesn’t get the records updated. Send them on to us at 1498 Sand Beach Road, Bad Axe, MI 484138718. Please be sure you sign them and send money for any patches or pins requested.
Safety First,
Dennis and Felicia
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Below you will find an article from John and Laurel Kuehl, Rider Education Program Assistants
that was in the last Officer’s Insight Newsletter.
“This month we would like to introduce GWRRA Rider Education Program Assistants, John and Laurel Kuehl from Valparaiso, IN. Since joining GWRRA in 1987 Laurel and John have enjoyed what
they say has been a “fantastic journey,” serving in many positions over the years including Chapter
Educators, Chapter Directors, Assistant Indiana District Educators, Indiana District
Educators, Assistant Region D Educators, and Senior Region D Educators. Laurel and John are
both Life Grand Master Tour Riders, MFA Instructor Trainers, and GWRRA University Program University Instructors.
John also serves as Master Instructor Trainer in the Rider Course Program and as a Rider
Education Assistant responsible for Communication Coordination, District Rider Coordinator support,
and Levels Program Administration. Laurel is the Assistant Director of the GWRRA Medic First Aid®
(MFA) Program working directly with the GWRRA Director of MFA, Area and District MFA Coordinators, Instructors and Instructor Trainers.
A recent research project inspired John to talk about the Rider Education Levels and the
Masters’ Program:
Let’s start with a little history of the Levels Program. From the records available, we know the GWRRA Levels Program began in 1988 with: Level I: Safety by Commitment; Level II: Safety by Education; Level III: Safety by Preparedness. In 1989, the enthusiastic demand of the GWRRA Membership for another Rider Education Level was fulfilled with the addition of Level IV-Master Tour Rider/
Co-Rider:
Safety by Enhanced Commitment and Preparedness, the Program's highest level of accomplishment at that time. Since then, we have added Senior Master, Grand Master, (both first issued in
2002) and Life Grand Master (first issued in 2004). Eligibility for each of these three stages includes
five (5) years of usable participation periods: Senior Master (occurs at the conclusion of five usable
years as a Level IV Master); Grand Master (occurs at the conclusion of five usable years as a Senior
Master), and Life Grand Master (occurs at the conclusion of five usable years as a Grand Master).
(Usable is defined as periods of time when all requirements for the given level are kept current in the
Levels program.) Since then, we have added Senior Master, Grand Master, (both first issued in
2002) and Life Grand Master.
When there is a period when a Levels course or class has expired, the next Level will be delayed by
the same length of time. If, after a course expiration for example, the Member participates six (6)
months later in the required class or course, the six (6) month lapse period is added to the five (5)
year period. In this example, the period required to move to the next Level of the Program would be
a period of five years and six months.
A Member who participates in the GWRRA Rider Education Levels Program for fifteen (15)
usable years will be qualified to become a Life Grand Master. *
We are available to answer any questions Members may have and hope this article helps riders and
co-riders to better understand the Masters’ Program process. We look forward to continuing our journey serving our Members with outstanding opportunities through the GWRRA Rider Education Program.
John & Laurel Kuehl
wingit2up@gmail.com
*For more information about the Levels and Master Programs refer to the GWRRA Officers’ Handbook
(October 2018) found at: http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html”
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Ch E Dinner Night
When: Wed, January 30, 6:30pm – 8:00pm
Where: Mr. B's Roadhouse, 6761 Dixie Hwy, Village of Clarkston, MI 48346
Description: Meet at 6:30pm for Dinner Rain or Shine - no cancellations except for extreme hazardous conditions
CH E SOCIAL NIGHT @ JOEY & PAT'S
When: Saturday, Feb 2, 2019
Where: 2756 Merelus Dr, Waterford Twp., MI 48329
Description: Social Gathering at Joey & Pat Gauthier's Home starting at 7:00pm 2756 Merelus Waterford, Michigan
48329
CH E BREAKFAST
When: Sun, February 3, 8am – 10am
Where: Mel's Grill 2, 7080 Gateway Park Dr, Village of Clarkston, MI 48346
CH E STAFF MEETING
When: Mon, February 4, 7pm – 9pm
Where: Wing Lauk, 5665 Dixie Hwy, Waterford Twp.,, MI 4832
CH E DINNER NIGHT
When: Wed, February 6, 6:30pm – 8:00pm
Where: Bullfrogs Bar & Grill, 2225 S Ortonville Rd, Ortonville, MI 48462
Description: Meet at 6:30pm for Dinner Rain or Shine - no cancellations except for extreme hazardous conditions
OHIO CABIN FEVER
When: Feb 8 – 9, 2019
CH E BREAKFAST
When: Sun, February 10, 8am – 10am
Where: Mel's Grill 2, 7080 Gateway Park Dr, Village of Clarkston, MI 48346
CH E RIDE PLANNING MEETING
When: Mon, February 11, 7pm – 9pm
Where: Wing Lauk, 5665 Dixie Hwy, Waterford Twp., MI 48329
CH E DINNER NIGHT
When: Wed, February 13, 6:30pm – 8:00pm
Where: Bullfrogs Bar & Grill, 2225 S Ortonville Rd, Ortonville, MI 48462
Description: Meet at 6:30pm for Dinner Rain or Shine - no cancellations except for extreme hazardous conditions

WINGLESS WEEKEND - SUMMER CAMP
When: Feb 15 – 17, 2019
CH E BREAKFAST
When: Sun, February 17, 8am – 10am
Where: Mel's Grill 2, 7080 Gateway Park Dr, Village of Clarkston, MI 48346
CHAPTER E GATHERING
When: Thursday, Feb 20, 2019
Where: WING LOCK
Description: LOCATION CHANGING - Check Back for information...
INDIANA WINTER RENDEZVOUS
When: Feb 22 – 23, 2019
CH E BREAKFAST
When: Sun, February 24, 8am – 10am
Where: Mel's Grill 2, 7080 Gateway Park Dr, Village of Clarkston, MI 48346,

CH E DINNER NIGHT
When: Wed, February 27, 6:30pm – 8:00pm
Where: MacPhee's Restaurant & Pub, 650 S Ortonville Rd, Ortonville, MI 48462
Description: Meet at 6:30pm for Dinner Rain or Shine - no cancellations except for extreme hazardous conditions

MARCH EVENTS

Cost $25,00 Lunch is a pot lock Reminder to please let Gayle know what you are bringing.

HEART AND STROKE STATISTICS, 2019 UPDATE SHOWS ROOM FOR BYSTANDER INTERVENTION IMPROVEMENT
Each year, the American Heart Association produces an update on heart disease and stroke statistics. The
latest version, Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics— 2019 Update, has recently been released with updated
information on sudden cardiac arrest from the Resuscitation Outcomes Consortium (ROC) and the Cardiac
Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival (CARES).

The Sudden Cardiac Arrest Foundation offers a summary from the update, focusing on out-of-hospital cardiac arrests (OHCA) and how these incidents are handled prior to admission to a hospital. As with previous
years, we see anew how much bystander intervention matters and how much more needs to be done to empower those in our workplaces and communities with the lifesaving skills of CPR and AED use:
“There are more than 356,000 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests (OHCA) annually in the U.S., nearly 90% of
them fatal.... According to the report, the incidence of EMS-assessed non-traumatic OHCA in people of any
age is estimated to be 356,461, or nearly 1,000 people each day. Survival to hospital discharge after EMStreated cardiac arrest is about 10%.”

•OHCA in adults is witnessed by a layperson in 37% of cases or by an EMS provider in 12% of
cases. For 51% of cases, OHCA is not witnessed.
·
•Survival to hospital discharge after EMS-treated cardiac arrest for adults was [10.4% - 11.4%]
·
•Among adults treated by EMS, 25% had no symptoms before the onset of arrest.
·
•Survival to hospital discharge was 10.7% among children (8.2% with good neurological function).
·
•Unadjusted survival to hospital discharge after EMS-treated OHCA increased from 10.2% in
2006 to 12.4% in 2015.

Bystander Emergency Care Training and Intervention

• Rates of layperson-initiated CPR and layperson use of AEDs have increased slightly over time. In
2017, laypersons initiated CPR in 39.4% of cases, used AEDs in 6% of cases, and delivered a shock
in 1.6% of cases, based on CARES data.
• The median annual CPR training rate for U.S. counties was 2.39%, based on data from the AHA,
American Red Cross and the Health & Safety Institute, the largest providers of CPR training in the U.S.
Training rates were lower in rural areas, areas with high proportions of black or Hispanic residents, and
counties with lower median household incomes.
• The prevalence of reported current CPR training was 18%, and the prevalence of having CPR training at some point was 65%.
• Large regional variations in survival to hospital discharge (range, 3.4%–22.0%) and survival with
functional recovery (range, 0.8%–20.1%) are observed between 132 counties in the United States. Variation in rates of layperson CPR and AED use explained much of this variation.
Certainly, trained lay providers have stepped up and saved lives through their interventions in emergencies, but much work remains to be done.
Studies show that early bystander initiation of CPR and the use of an AED can double or even triple an
individual’s survival form sudden cardiac arrest. For Heart Month and every month, it’s our privilege to
support the tens of thousands of emergency care instructors that make up our ASHI and MEDIC First Aid
family of Training Centers. Thank you for everything you do as we work to make our workplaces and communities safer.
Interested in joining our quest to bring the lifesaving skills of CPR, AED, and first aid to your area? Become an ASHI or MEDIC First Aid instructor! Click the button below to download our eBook, Getting Started in Emergency Care Training.

FEBURARY IS AMERICAN HEART MONTH.

